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LNP 202 
From Galloping Horses to Legal Nurse Consulting 

Jenn Craigmyle 
 
 

Kelly: Hi and welcome to the Legal Nurse Podcast. This is your co-host 
Kelly Campbell. Today we're going to be discussing applying your 
values to achieve business success. Today's guest is Mrs. Jenn 
Craigmyle, owner of Craigmyle Legal Nurse Consultants.  

 Jenn Craigmyle is the founder and senior certified life care planner of 
Craigmyle Legal Nurse Services. She's a bachelor’s degreed-
registered nurse who specializes in medical intensive care and 
neurological stroke and telemetry. The legal aspect of health care 
piqued her interest in 2011. She obtained her certification as a legal 
nurse consultant and life care planner just before launching her 
consulting firm in 2012. Jenn has been revered as an invaluable ally in 
the courtroom ever since. She thrives on providing law firms with 
comprehensive reports and plans that are not only holistic but are also 
accurate guides, which offer concise insight into cases. She has 
successfully expanded the services and capacity of Craigmyle Legal 
Nurse services in just six years.  

 Today Jenn continues to leave her mark in the nursing industry as a 
clinical adjunct educator of nursing at Chaffey College an instructor at 
the University of California Riverside for the medical field case 
management and life care planning program. I should say Jenn and 
her husband Keith are proud parents of 2-year-old Harper and share a 
love for horses and competitive equestrian sports. Welcome Jenn, 
thanks so much for being here today.  

Jenn: Thank you very much for having me today. 

Kelly: So. tell us what has led to your success? 

Jenn: Well. many things have happened in my life that have brought me 
here today to be a successful business owner and I thought about five 
would be a good number to start with as far as honing in on what's got 
me here and where I'm at today.  
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 First, to have set my fire to my passion and to live this life that I have 
find so valuable I needed to find that push. I've always been one of 
those people who have filled my plate. My father's always harped at 
me that I'm always working too hard and overfilling my platter to 
where I have so much going on that there's no way anybody can keep 
track, but I think that's just been me.  

When I graduated from nursing school, I was passionate that I was 
going to make it into the ICU and take care of critical patients. I 
graduated in December of 2010 and sat for my boards the next month 
and had a job I think even before I sat for my boards with my intern 
permit. I had secured a job at a level one trauma center for critical 
care. I was so thankful to have gotten that job. I'll never forget I was 
bathing my horse in the backyard when the nursing administrator 
called me offering me the job and I was jumping up and down 
spooking my horse at the same time. 

Kelly: I think we all remember our first jobs. It was exciting, wasn't it? 

Jenn: It was a thrill. It was a thrill and I took that job. It was a nightshift job 
and even though I have never challenged myself to stay awake all 
night I thought this is what I want, this is where I want to be, and I can 
do anything, but I did learn something about myself. I can't work the 
nightshift and that came after about a year that I realized I was the 
walking zombie. I had to make a change and I stepped away from 
critical care and focused on neurology on a telemetry unit just, so I 
could get the dayshift because I thought if I could sleep normally I 
will function normally, so I took that step.  

 It was at that time that I worked as a telemetry nurse that I really 
learned that wasn't for me either and it wasn't fulfilling my passion as 
a nurse. I took the opportunity to research about legal nurse consulting 
and life care planning. I took that step in building my business in 2012 
and I did the part-time thing. I worked part-time as a nurse. 
Sometimes I was working full-time even though I held part-time 
positions because I would pick up extra shifts just to balance the 
financial needs that I had as my business grew.  

 It wasn't until an event happened in my life which really gave me my 
push and that was when I found out I was pregnant with my daughter 
Harper. That push gave me the ability and permission to commit 
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myself to deciding that (I wanted to focus on) being a business owner 
and providing for my family while having time and freedom. 
Basically, being able to create my own schedule and balance it as 
heavily or as lightly as I wanted to, making it my choice. Becoming 
pregnant with my daughter was what pushed me and gave me that 
drive. I think it's important that anyone who's out to start their own 
business or maintain a business find that push, find that motivation 
and that drive to help you carry on and make the right decisions for 
yourself. 

Kelly: You know Jenn, I think that's such a great point. Audience, she's so 
right. Before I started my business I too knew, and many of you 
driving to work right now (know too), it does take time to do it, to 
identify is it the time to make the move to jump ship and to do it. 
Motherhood was your push and it must be right for you for your 
family, but that's right Jenn, there must just be an identifying factor.  

Jenn: Absolutely. We all have something going on in our timeline that helps 
us find that. 

Kelly: Yeah, I never really thought of it that way. That's an excellent point. 
So, then what? Your daughter's Harper, that's correct?  

Jenn: Yes, my daughter is Harper. Yes.   

Kelly: Okay, so after Harper ,you're a new business owner in 2012 and have 
growth because I know you're successful, so tell us a little bit more? 

Jenn: Yes exactly, so as I stated I was working part-time and doing the part-
time thing and Harper came around. It was in my pregnancy. I became 
pregnant with her the day before my very first deposition and I should 
probably rephrase that. I don't know if I became pregnant with her the 
day before, but I found out I was pregnant with her the day before my 
deposition.  

 I was inexperienced (and needed) to grow. When I look back at my 
first reports and I think about how many hours I sat and stared at those 
reports, critiqued myself and went through all my resources and 
thought "Okay have I captured absolutely everything that's available 
to me? Have I provided this holistic approach towards this life care 
plan or towards this legal nurse consulting report?  Have I provided 
everything that my referral source has requested of me?” I found that I 
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was looking at the time and thought "Oh my goodness if I'm going to 
spend this many hours on these reports I'm never going to get 
anything else done," but with each experience I found that I needed to 
have a takeaway point, meaning that whether a report took me too 
long and my takeaway was that this is how I needed to circumvent 
this issue in this report or this research process or whatever the case 
may be. I learned that if I took something away from each experience 
that the next experience that came around was a little bit easier.  

 Takeaway moments can be positive and takeaway moments can be 
negative and that's okay as long as we can have something to say, 
"This works really well" or "This didn't work very well, so I'm going 
to make sure I don't repeat that" or "I'm going to make sure that I 
repeat this." Finding those takeaway moments, that has been the key 
to my growth based on the experiences that I have had. 

Kelly: I couldn't agree more, and I want to add something to that. Audience, 
a disclaimer here, Jenn has been my mentor and my growth has been 
through Jenn. She has exponentiated my growth. She has shared her 
growing pains with me and it's so true. Your experiences can be 
positive to help you grow and the negative experiences can help you 
grow as well.  

 Next on our list, as we were briefly discussing before this show, was 
your shift in confidence. Can you share a little bit more about that? 

Jenn: Absolutely, so I think this is a key factor when we are growing in any 
profession. I guess I'm biased to nursing, so I'm going to say 
especially when you’re a nurse it's finding that shift in confidence, I 
tell my students. I teach adjunct clinical faculty for third semester 
nursing students. I know I probably sounded like a broken record to 
my students when I told them that it's going to be that shift in 
confidence where they really identify as a nurse and find that their 
purpose is shining through.  

I see with my students the first day that they are with their patients 
that they don't want to touch them. They're afraid to touch their hand 
or to listen to their heart sounds, but by the time that they have been 
with patients day-after-day they have that shift where they are 
comfortable in their own shoes.  
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 For me as a life care planner, that shift took a while. At first, I wasn't 
okay with it but then I realized that I needed to give myself 
permission because everything happens for a reason.  

 The very first attorney who I testified for, he didn't pick me out which 
is kind of a weird concept, but he had adopted me since a previous 
attorney had retained the case. This attorney was moving this case 
forward and I was already a retained expert. He and I were at an 
appointment together with a client and I can remember this day just 
like it was yesterday. We walked outside, and the attorney asked me 
to give him my dates for deposition. I said, "Oh by the way just want 
to let you know that this will be my first time having my testimony 
taken."  

The expression on his face was like he had seen a ghost, and this was 
a big case. He really realized at that moment he had an amateur and it 
shocked him. It did give me a little chip in my confidence because I 
thought internally, "All right, he's now not sure about me, so I need to 
take an extra step to make sure I can prove to him that he can trust 
me." I assured him I would be prepared and as with all my cases I 
studied the ins and outs. I reviewed my methodology so that I 
wouldn't trip over my words when I went to that deposition and I 
stopped drinking coffee three days before the deposition which for me 
is huge. 

 One of my great friends and colleagues once told me that I need to put 
on my red heels and I needed to own those heels and walk into that 
room and be who I am. That day I didn't wear red heels. I wore my 
black heels because I figured that the black suit with a pink shirt and 
red heels might be too much. I walked into that room and I didn't 
shake. I didn't blink my eyes too many times and I didn't touch my 
hair. I put it up in a bun just to make sure I didn't twirl it, but inside I 
wanted to pass out. As I told you, I had just found out the day before 
that I was pregnant, so a lot was going on. My heart was racing, my 
stomach was in my throat and my mouth was dry. I won't forget those 
things.  

 I focused on each question and I provided my best answer. I gained 
the trust that day and I still work cases for this attorney. He and I 
bumped into each other and laughed about the moment. We both 
remember this moment when he saw the ghost, the ghost of, "This 
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girl's working my case and she's never done this before. This is not 
good," but it turned out very good. The case settled out of court and 
everything turned out very well.  

 It wasn't until two years later that I had the opportunity to testify at 
trial and that's really when the floodgates opened for me. I've testified 
now seven times at trial and had multiple opportunities to have that 
shift in confidence and internally know that I can sit center stage in 
the witness stand, face a jury and explain my purpose, my 
methodology and articulate in an efficient manner what it is that needs 
to be reported and the life care plan. It's like I said earlier in the 
methodology, the medical foundation behind it, whatever the 
physicians have laid out as a medical foundation to support the needs 
for the plaintiff. This is true whether I'm on the plaintiff or on the 
defense side, being able to provide a holistic approach towards an 
injured individual's needs for the future. 

Kelly: Everyone get it? Put on your high heels and own yourself, own your 
knowledge. Is that the take home Jenn? 

Jenn: That's the take home, but I guess the men might not want to wear their 
high heels. They may need to polish those nice 
shoes. 

Before we continue with the show, I want to share 
an excellent and inspiring resource. This is Pat Iyer. 
Where can you find 42 legal nurse consultants who 
candidly describe their challenges in becoming a 
legal nurse consultant? They spill the beans in the 
Path to Legal Nurse Consulting, a book I edited 
and published as a second edition.  
 
Be prepared to be inspired, amused, horrified and 
energized by these first-hand accounts of successful 
legal nurse consultants. Order your copy at 
http://LNC.tips/path and use the code listened to get 
a 25% discount on the book.  
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Kelly: A good point, a very good point. So that being said, learning proper 
business acumen, what do you mean by that?  

Jenn: When I first started my company, I would label myself as a critical 
care nurse. I would tell everyone that even though I worked in 
neurology telemetry in heart I was a critical care nurse. I felt that I 
was very organized, and I could manage stress and I could evolve in a 
high stress situation. I had my 'little brain' that I called it, it was a little 
piece of paper and it had all my critical care notes and my patients on 
it and heaven forbid I lose my brain. My brain was so organized. It 
was color-coded, and I thought, "You know I can do this business 
thing. I am so organized that this won't be a problem," but I was 
mistaken.  

 As I mentioned earlier, I am the person who will fill my plate full of 
activities and sometimes to the point where I feel like I'm going to 
break. The start up that I had with this thought process was that I'm a 
critical care nurse Type A personality. I can run my business and 
organize myself. What I found that started to happen was that my 
calendar controlled me. I had no control of my calendar and so the 
first lesson I learned in acquiring good business acumen was that I 
needed to be in charge and in control of my calendar.  

 I sat down to my Google calendar and I color-coded it. I had probably 
six calendars based on my daughter's schedule, my schedule, my 
husband's schedule and my schedule for teaching. My schedule was 
broken up for teaching for both colleges, UCR and Chaffey. I gave 
myself permission for me to have time for family and to have time for 
personal activities. I even gave myself a time slot to get a massage. It's 
whatever the case may be or whatever it is that you need for yourself. 
You need to give yourself that time and allow it on your schedule, and 
balance that work schedule so that your work calendar does not own 
you because that's when I found that I got into a lot of trouble as a 
business owner.   

Kelly: I think I'm there. Everyone, listen. Okay, keep going Jenn. 

Jenn: The other thing that I did that was very powerful for me was I 
acknowledged the fact that I don't have a business degree and my 
experience with business was not very strong. I consulted with 
professionals who have education and experience in business 
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leadership, and financial organization. This provided me with 
knowledge to be a strong leader for my company. What was so 
important is that I didn't realize that I don't know what I don't know, 
so finding somebody to consult with is a strong element to moving 
forward because they will open doors for you that you didn't even 
know existed. 

Kelly: So true, you don't know what you don't know. 

Jenn: The third thing that I did was I allowed myself the opportunity to hire 
staff. When I first started this, my vision for my company was that it 
was just going to be me. I was working part-time as nurse and I was 
working part-time as a business owner for myself and I thought this is 
all I needed. I then realized that I needed to give myself permission to 
allow people into my company and to help me manage the tasks, the 
daily tasks or the daily routines that need upkeep. I would have stacks 
of papers on the side of my desk that were my to-dos, the little things.  
I realized that if I was busy with all the little things I couldn’t do the 
big things, or the big things were being shifted until later into my day 
when I was more tired. It was a big step for me, but I brought on an 
administrative assistant who is fabulous. Her name is Christy and I tell 
everybody you need a Christy and she's wonderful. If you can find 
yourself and give yourself permission to bring someone in, I think you 
will find a huge turnaround in your productivity. 

Kelly: Okay, I need a Christy. All right, so the point of this whole 
conversation was finding, learning and living your why and purpose. 
Can you sum that up for us Jenn? 

Jenn: Yes absolutely. This all starts with why I became a nurse. If I take a 
little step back in time, my mother was in a car accident when I was a 
young teenager and at that time being a young teenager and I'm an 
only child and she was she was my best friend. Going through life and 
already dealing with being a teenager is hard, so watching her have 
her struggles in dealing with chronic pain every day -  I didn't quite 
understand her. She grew to be somebody that I didn't really know 
anymore, and she was hospitalized at one point in my later teenage 
years. I met a nurse who cared for her in the critical care unit and that 
woman changed my life.  
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 I saw how she cared for my mother, and she cared for me and my 
family. It wasn't just about my mom. We were a family going through 
this very hard time. It was that moment that I realized I'm going to be 
a nurse because I need to help people. That was what I identified as 
my purpose when I was I think 17 or 18. I needed to help people and 
so I carried on. I ended up meeting my husband rather young, so we 
got married young. I still worked with him. He trains race horses and 
so I helped him with his business along the way. I galloped race 
horses to earn my keep. I went to school and made sure I patchworked 
together all my prerequisites to be a nurse. It was during this time my 
mother did pass away. I did fulfill my goal and became a nurse. 

 I found that even as a nurse each experience and each person who I 
encountered and met, these were individuals who taught me I was 
here to help others in some way shape or form. Whether somebody 
was there for even health promotion, somebody who I was seeing in a 
healthy environment who needed education support, or if they were 
someone who was sick or someone at the bedside with their dying 
family member no matter what the case was. I was always able to 
identify to myself I was there to help them in some way shape or 
form, either help them as a family, help them as someone who's sick 
or injured, or even just someone who needed more education as I 
stated earlier. I felt that this was my mother's legacy living through me 
and it was my opportunity to grow because each person I met along 
the way has reminded me why I'm here and why I'm doing what I'm 
doing.  

 After becoming a nurse, I was able to have the knowledge to help 
others. As stated earlier, I was not a nurse when I was young, so I 
didn't really know how to help my mom and now that I know what I 
know I always want to rewind the clock back because now I know a 
little bit more, but at least I'm able to weave through and help others 
as a case manager, as an educator and as a life care planner.  

 Something that I wanted to share was that if you look at my logo for 
my company I've embedded my mother's legacy into that because 
when I was young we would always look at the night sky looking for 
shooting stars. That's my happiest memory of being with my mom and 
so I've embedded that shooting star into my logo. 

Kelly: Yes, I've seen that.  
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Jenn: Yes, and I've had two logos now and the first one started with a 
shooting star with my company's name in it. Now we've rebranded the 
logo and so the shooting star remains. The message that I want to 
share with everyone is that you need to find your purpose. You need 
to learn what that purpose is and live it and carry it through your day-
to-day life because it will carry you the distance.   

Kelly: That's so beautifully said and knowing you as the person, and I'm 
certain some people know you Jenn, but the sincerity that Jenn has 
towards her patients. When I say patients I don't mean attorneys, I 
mean the actual patients for the clients' patients and her case 
managers. That sincerity comes through and I think that's what has led 
to your success, so living your purpose leads to success and that's the 
purpose of this conversation. That was beautiful Jenn. I love this 
conversation. 

Jenn: Well thank you for having me today. I appreciate it. 

Kelly: Yeah. Audience, this is more like a meditation type thing where you're 
getting in touch with your soul, but if you're getting in touch with 
yourself you're going to be successful. Right Jenn? 

Jenn: It's worked for me. 

Kelly: It sure has. Well Jenn thank you so much for your time today. Can 
you tell the audience how they can follow you or get in touch with 
you, or just see what your business is all about? 

Jenn: Sure absolutely. My website is www.legalnursecraigmyle.com and 
feel free to email me at Jenn@legalnursecraigmyle.com. I'm also on 
LinkedIn and my handle I think is @JennCraigmyle. I'm not very 
techie when it comes to social media, so feel free to follow me there 
on LinkedIn. 

Kelly: I do follow you on LinkedIn and I love your posts, so thank you. All 
right again thanks for your time and audience don't forget to like us 
and share us, and tune in next week.  

 Jenn, thanks so much for sharing your story of your success and I 
hope to emulate. Thanks so much.  

Jenn: You're welcome. Thank you for having me.   
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Be sure to go to the link http://LNC.tips/path to order your copy of the Path to 
Legal Nurse Consulting. Get ready to emphathize with other LNCs and gain 
valuable tips you can apply to your LNC business.  

Check out the webinars, teleseminars, courses and books at 
legalnursebusiness.com. Expand your LNC skills with our resources. 
 
Explore coaching with Pat Iyer at LNCAcademy.com to get more clients, make 
more money and avoid expensive mistakes. 
 
Invest in the monthly webinars at LNCEU.com for 2 webinars each month 
designed to deepen your knowledge and skills.  
 


